Abstract. Different superficial methods for extracting social network from Web have common approach, but also developed based on different strategies. This difference is due to the characteristics of the source of information that is the source of the social network. There is a hit count, URL address and snippet as a result of any search engine restore, it can efficiently be used to extract social networks with the right strategy. This paper describes some of the results based on the strategies that have been developed.
Introduction
Historically, the social networks based on the Web are continuously growing and bringing different meanings from the ordinary social networks [1] . The extraction of social networks from dynamic sources of information shows the meaning of trends, and this depends on the observed community, with which the trend can be predicted, so it is possible to determine alternatives to the problems faced by any community [2] .
In an approach involving superficial methods as a primary alternative to extracting social network from the Web, in addition to understanding the behavior of each information source, it is also necessary to characterize it so that it is possible to set the social network extraction strategy of the Web [3] . However, the limited access of methods to information resources requires strategies that need to optimize the use of such access tools. This paper outlining some mutually supportive strategies in superficial methods to extract social network from Web.
Review and Motivation
Historically, the approach that describes the superficial method of extracting social network from the Web first aims to seek out the relation of social actors [4] . This method involves the concept of similarity to reveal information about the relationship of hidden information behind the Web [5] . Some extraction concepts are developed based on the social network requirements that need to be disclosed from information sources [6] . A social network of academics and researchers involves a simple concept involving hit counts in singleton [7] or doubleton [8] , so the relationship between two academic actors is based on the strength of the relationship generated by the Jaccard coefficient where |Ω a | and |Ω b | are the hit counts in singleton for the social actors a and b, respectively, and |Ω a ∩ Ω b | is the hit count in doubleton for both social actors [9] .
Some similarity measurements are used as the strategies to ensure the correctness of the resulting information [10] , such as cosine
mutual information
overlap coefficient
dice coefficient
where |Ω a | > 0 and |Ω b | > 0. While matching coefficient is to ensure the existence of the relationship between two actor socials, i.e.
Eqs. (1), (2), (3), (4), and (5) can be used if Eq. (6) is greater than zero [11] , we call it as the positive relations. Thus, different strategies are expressed by different researchers to gain social networks [12] . By involving different forms of query content, although resulting in a hit count, analytics and deployment produce different social networks [13] . In this case, usage of the name pattern and the social name in the query produce the different social networks [14] . The analysis of information generated by search engine has also been revealed by the researchers, this spawned some characteristics of the information source, thus composing different strategies for each information source [15] . Computation of URL addresses has resulted in different social networks in the quantity of relationships between social actors [16] . Of course, computing the power of relationships only can be generated by involving special similarity measurements s our [17] . Based on the information source generated by search engines, there is a set of words that are at the core of the events in which social actors exist [18, 19] . Therefore, the strength relation between social actors is based on the probability of each word to either the number of snippets or tfidf [20] . The use of snippet concepts to extract social networks is more sensitive than others when viewed from the point of truth, since the tendency of people involving almost identical words in their daily lives is likely to be higher [21, 22] . This sensitivity, especially needs to be considered for communities outside of academia or researchers [23] .
Social network extraction strategies for non-academic communities have been developed in several approaches [24] . Homogeneously, the strategy for extraction the social network of artists is expressed by involving the overlap principle and taking into account the applicable thresholds [12] . This is to ensure that the closeness between the artists is well measured [25] . In the community, artists are in the same community and almost have no different behavior, but have noting in common in implementing their lives. Thus, the form of the relationship is considered weak, and this requires learning to specifically characterize the similarities revealed based on homogeneity. Heterogeneously, the strategy of extracting social network between companies from the Web is seen as more difficult, although the same concept based strategy is also used and developed to approach the characteristics of the form of relationship to be revealed. The form of relationship between companies in this case that has been disclosed is an alliance between the companies and the formal relationship between the companies [26] .
Generally, to develop the approaches for extracting social network from Web is by taking into account the strategy of dealing with the characteristics of the information source.
An Approach
Each strategy is involved in dealing with the characteristics of the information source so that the desired results are obtained optimally and efficiently. In the extraction of social networks from the Web, the superficial methods have been developed based on approaches to obtaining reliable information [10] . By involving any search engine, a strategy of using the seeds is developed to extract social networks [20] , and based on the seeds pick up the other social actors from the Web, to build an extended social network [23] .
By involving the information generated search engine, we can develop strategies to reinforce the resulting social network [14] . By involving the URL addresses built social networks, generally it provide more complex number of relationships. The extraction of meaning from the environment of each social actor, i.e. by involving the snippets is to do vectorization about each word so that it has a good value based on the probability or frequency of the words [27] . Furthermore, based on word vectors, the social network extraction strategy of the Web is validated to affirm the meaning of any relationship between social actors [28] . Based on Fig. 1 , some modules perform appropriately the tasks to get the information: hit counts, lists of URLs, 
Discussion: Role of strategies
Each strategy has its own role to support the approach involved to extract social networks. Besides the power relationships in social networks take on different meanings, different strategies give different social networks. Of the 469 social actors tested, we have 31,623 edges were extracted based on the strategy of using URLs from the Web. Fig. 2 shows a role based on relationship between Eq. (1) and Eq. (4) in the relative probability, where the relative probability is a ratio of any doubleton and maximum doubleton. Fig. 3 shows a role of s our that group the strength relations into classes, while Fig. 4 group strength relations based on their strength meaning.
At each measurement, we determine the limits of the lower and upper bounds. The lower bound (lb) is 0.05% of the maximum singleton while the upper bound (ub) is 10% of the maximum singleton. Suppose categorized every seed into an academic role: professor (Prof), associate professor (Ass Prof) and lecturer (Lect), the query content is based on the social name, pattern name, and has meaningful direction (the word as a keyword), we have social networks based on strategies like Table 1 .
Conclusion
Based on information source already has been derived some strategies in superficial method by using some similarity measurements and involving characteristics of information source. So, they claim that some methods have produced the extracted social networks in difference. By categorizing social actors and the also different measurements also to type of information source we obtained different social networks.
